5 WAYS TECH CAUSES

STRESS
By Glen Gerreyn

5 ways
tech causes
stress
igital media is a two-edged
sword. It has the ability to
enrich our life or impoverish it.
Have you ever wished you
could
get
away
from
technology, even for a brief time? It’s not an
uncommon thought. Some people even go
on ‘media fasts’ to promote more
meaningful social interaction, create less
stress and achieve better sleep. Try
unplugging, even ﬂeetingly, and experience
the freedom, health and wellbeing beneﬁts it
provides.
I am not trying to go back to some pre-tech
era. Technology clearly has incredible
beneﬁts. But here are ﬁve ways our digital
lives are hindering, more than helping, us.
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another hyperlink.
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Living ‘frictionlessly’, to me, is living
mindlessly. Engagement, not escape, should
be the goal of a meaningful life.
Another reason digital depression is on the
rise is because the last thing 31% of
Australians do before they go to bed at night
is check their phone. Numerous studies
indicate that checking your phone within
thirty minutes of going to bed is linked to
sleep disturbance. Unsurprisingly, one of the
most consistent symptoms associated with
depressive disorders is sleep disturbance.
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with the current situation, there may come a
time when you can’t pay attention or be
present anymore.
Ramett Chawla a major player in the global
technology scene said, “It's our generation’s
crack cocaine. People are addicted. We
experience withdrawals. We are so driven by
this drug, getting one hit elicits truly peculiar
reactions. I’m talking about ‘Likes’. They’ve
inconspicuously emerged as the ﬁrst digital
drug to dominate our culture.”
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superﬂuous because my GPS can handle all
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traveling to a new place, developing a
passion for beekeeping or simply thinking
about an old problem in a new way, all of us
can ﬁnd ways to stimulate our brains to
grow. Just as physical activity is essential to
maintaining a healthy body, challenging our
brain, keeping it active, engaged, ﬂexible and
playful is not only fun, it is essential to
cognitive ﬁtness.”
Keep your mind active and alive. Allow room
for deep contemplation and reﬂection.
Immerse yourself in a creative project. Use
your hands to engage in the world around
you and do more things that make you forget
about your smart device.

The solution to all ﬁve of these
digital stresses is digital dexterity.
The ability to manoeuvre our way
skilfully through a maze of online
madness by practising mindfulness,
selective attention and developing
the discipline required to not respond
to every digital mandate instantly.
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